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The response to the COVID-19 pandemic has been pathetic. The response is soft. It is
is weak. It is WEAK AND SOFT. This is a pandemic. We must treat a pandemic as a
pandemic, because it is a pandemic pandemic pandemic pandemic and pandemic!
Pandemics don’t play by any rules, so neither can we.
Look at these people in the picture below! Destroying the world and everything we
hold dear. It will be the end of the Earth, it will be the end of life on Earth, it will be
the end of human life on Earth. Do you want it to be the end of human life on
Earth?????
GET
OFF
YOUR
HIGH
HORSE!!!
AAARRRRGGGGGHHHHHH!!!

Do we want EVERYONE TO DIE?? If we don’t all do the right thing, we’re all
going to DIE!! I don’t want to die, do you? DO YOU WANT TO DIE? If you don’t
do EXACTLY WHAT I TELL YOU, you will die. I’ve heard of people dying because
of the lockdowns and to them I say we must do whatever it takes. Actually if they’re
dead they wouldn’t be able to hear me. So if they can hear me they’re not dead and
just making it up? The millions of Australians who say that lockdowns are harming
them are just making it up aren’t they?? Nothing else matters!?! As the press blindly
follows the narrative – what “hidden harms”, it’s all just made up!!
We must detain people in their homes. For as long as it takes. As long!! Not a month
or 2 months or 3, but LONG! VERY LONG! Being homebound will not cost anyone
anything let alone their good health and wellbeing. Permanently keeping people in
their homes under hypothetically indefinite multiple quarantines is what true
resilience looks like. So JUST DO IT! There will be time for thinking about it later!!
But do it NOW! How can people just be sooooo STUPID!!!
We must ban all forms of activity indiscriminately. Immediately! How many times do
I have to tell people! Don’t eat! Don’t breathe. DON’T TOUCH ANYTHING!!! How
many times do we need to tell you! And for god sake I don’t care how many times
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you’ve washed your hands in the last 5 minutes. WASH YOUR HANDS!!! What do
people not understand about not touching your face, then I see people touching their
own hands WHY DO THEY DO IT!?!? We really do need a hand washing police task
force if we cannot conclusively verify that people are washing their hands enough. I
mean, why won’t people do what they are told – it is like being in kindergarten!!!!!!
And I don’t care if you have “hayfever” for half the year – GET TESTED!! If you
have any symptoms GET TESTED. Sniffle, GET TESTED. Sore throat GET
TESTED. Itchy eyes? Why the question mark GET TESTED!! Lazy eye GET
TESTED. Ingrown toenail, what did I say GET TESTED!!! Itchy stomach??? Oh you
say you got tested a day or 2 ago came back clear and feel well I DON’T CARE!!!
Are you ABSOLUTELY CERTAIN you are well? Well ARE YOU?? Why are you
still reading this GET TESTED!
Recently, I have heard of such selfishness! People going fishing by themselves!
People sitting alone on park benches eating a kebab. People even playing golf! How
dare they. They shouldn’t just have been fined, they should have been put in jail and
spat at by an outrage mob! Perhaps we should even throw rocks at them, or run them
off the road. Such behaviour is utterly selfish, and disgusting thoughtless behaviour.
Then we had people playing pokemon by themselves, the absolute gall of it! And then
we had a guy saying he could mow lawns without any human interaction. But he just
doesn’t realise it is NOT WORTH THE RISK! We have to punish people for such
heinous acts BEFORE IT IS TOO LATE! Good lord if anyone broke the Melbourne
. If they say that viruses spread more between the specific
curfew outdoors
hours of 8pm and 5am WHY DON’T PEOPLE LISTEN!!! Why do people think this
is a conspiracy!! Or a power grab!! Why are the public sooooo gullible!!! Even if
there are over 5 million million million kilograms of fresh air on earth, and even if
MR SCIENTIST says that being outdoors enormously lowers transmission, and even
if viruses spread less in summer as people are outdoors more often, why are people
SO SELFISH TO RISK IT!! They JUST DON’T GET IT!!!!
These
people are such filthy DISGUSTING DOGS!!!!
Did you know that apparently, people even snap off pieces of fresh ginger at the
supermarket – well that obviously needs to be banned! Why are authorities so “slow”
to make up these new rules are they NOT THINKING ABOUT ANY OF THE
CONSEQUENCES????? Why do people and authorities refuse to do the right thing!
Just today I saw someone walk past a police officer and not cover his face to sneeze.
LOCK HIM UP. Yet the police officer just stood there. It is all his fault!! Mr
scientist says sneezing isn’t a symptom of corona—virus but is it really worth ALL
this risk? Then the other day I saw this guy put a used tissue in his pocket for a second
before taking it back out and putting it in the bin. What about IMMEDIATELY does
he not understand!! And then he had the audacity to cough into his upper arm not his
elbow WHAT THE HELL IS WRONG WITH PEOPLE!
Even medical professionals! A Canberra doctor was apparently working in Victoria.
WHAT THE HELL WAS HE DOING THERE IN THE FIRST PLACE??? Then he is so
selfish as to want to return home to Canberra directly via motor car through NSW so
he could take his own possessions with him what disgusting behaviour. He should
indeed have been made to wait at the border for days as a punishment! And then if the
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authorities told him to return to Melbourne for everyone’s safety WHY DON’T
PEOPLE LISTEN TO WHAT THEY ARE TOLD?? The advice has been to stay home
for months so why wasn’t he already at home!!?? He is a criminal and should be
locked up. And spat at. And run off the road if he dare entered NSW. How dare he put
everyone’s lives at risk!!! I mean, how can people not realise that this is serious!!!
The gall
And how many other border infractions can we tolerate!! There was Albury (NSW)
man Greg Mosbey (“Greg Mosbey” – who wants to hear from a “Greg Mosbey”)
turned away on the way to Wagga (NSW) hospital with a heart attack, resulting in not
being admitted to hospital for 7 hours. He should have been denied admission to
hospital for an additional 24 hours for not doing the right thing. How did he NOT
KNOW!!!!!!! where he was!! I mean if he was having a heart attack it’s not like he
was DOING ANYTHING!! Or what the rules are??!! It couldn’t be clearer!! HOW
MANY OTHER PEOPLE COULD DIE if we keep allowing this STUPIDITY!!!!!
Who knows how many other CASES OF SUCH CLEAR STUPIDITY there are!!!!
Then there have been such AWFUL CASES in Queensland!! A kid who needed
emergency medical care but the mother didn’t have a permit. Well DIDN’T SHE
KNOW THE RULES?? It’s just ALL COMMON SENSE isn’t it?? And then after
open heart surgery for a baby their family wanted to skive off and stay home instead
of doing hotel quarantine! The selfishness and the risk of it all! Apparently there were
5 specialist doctors who recommended home quarantine but were any of them
specialists in home quarantining?? What would they know about PUBLIC health!!
What would they know about KEEPING PEOPLE SAFE!!!!! Then there were other
cases of people fined for not being at home when in hotel quarantine – WHY WERE
THEY NOT AT HOME?? Then there was another one where an unborn baby died
from the so called border confusion. After waiting 16 hours the pregnant mother flew
to Sydney. WHY THE HELL did she wait for 16 hours?? Didn’t she know the rules?
Was she trying to “cheat the system”?? Was she a queue jumper?? What is WRONG
WITH PEOPLE!! How many more people have to die before BABIES and their
families - GET IT????
Now that we mention it, this is an opportunity to eradicate all viruses known to
mankind. Did you know that other viruses kill people too???? Colds, flu and
pneumonia? Tens of thousands of OZZIES? Over many years?????? It is
unacceptable!! It is entirely avoidable!!!!! We can act without any cost, consequence
or thought. And we must act to stop these lives being lost. We must continue to detain
people in their homes until we can be ABSOLLLUTELY CERTAIN that every virus
ever to exist has been eradicated. Are you certain MR SCIENCE PROFESSOR
MAN?? And if anyone ever leaves their home for ANY REASON, they should be
fined and jailed. And run off the road. And possibly spat at. But only by people who
have government issued permits to leave their home!! Everyone else should be hold
up at home or spat at.
Did you know that bats allow for all sorts of viruses? They are the cause and it is their
fault?? We OBVIOUSLY need to eradicate bats. What good have they ever done for
us?? By eradicating bats, we can remove the possibility of these future EXTREMELY
BAD viruses REALLY BAD. Doesn’t HUMAN LIFE COME FIRST anymore??????
Then we need to deal with other animals. I mean, I know dogs are cute but we need to
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be able to test them. If other animals cannot be tested scientifically for EVERY
VIRUS, then they must be shot. If there is not enough equipment to test them, they
must be shot. We must choose not to compromise human life, and thus unfortunately
the animals must be shot!!! It is a necessary sacrifice like so many of the others.
Even if they have viruses which do no harm to humans, how do we really know they
don’t do harm???? Again it is not worth the risk. To be safe we need to dig large
graves and fill them with the animal carcasses but only every 3 days. Did you know
that the corona-virus causing COVID-19 can live for up to 3 days on surfaces?
THREE DAYS? And we should never ever again open our borders again until we are
certain every country in the world has done the same. ARE YOU CERTAIN??
To conclude, we must take the approach of
who once said,
“““““““Anyone who threatens the security of the people will be executed.””””””””
“““People are guilty until pro………god damn it you know what I mean.”””
It will be TREMENDOUS!

